Introduction
For a compensator tuning, self and relay auto-tuner have been widely and successfully applied to a commercial temperature controllers. Digital temperature controllers are shown in Fig. 1 . A few shortcomings of self tuner are noted under noisy environment. In this paper, a self tuning from noisy response data for the temperature controller is presented.
Shortcomings of Self Tuner under Noisy Environment
The self tuner of a temperature controller uses a step input signal. And the open loop test by step inputs is also still often performed to handle the special operating conditions. The conventional self tuner utilizes a graphical method based on a tangent of step response. When the control system is influenced by noise and disturbance, the self tuner detects an unusual inflection point. In this case, it is difficult to obtain a satisfactory control performance. In general tasks of identification and control design, an excessive tuning time for an additive noise filter is sometimes required to suppress the noise influences. Since a related closed loop characteristic determined by the filter has to be considered. On the other hand, the filter implementation and the adjustment task can not be acceptable for a wide use type controller. Self tuner for a temperature controller aims to the automatic tuning without the noise filter. Hence, this paper considered the above shortcomings to realize an accurate tuning method under noisy environment.
Proposed Self Tuning from Noisy Data
The easy design procedure of self tuning is required in spite of the noisy step data. This paper proposes two-step procedures for a self tuning. First Laplace transfer function model from noisy step response data was built based on the Laguerre series and their orthogonal properties. Then a compensator was directly computed based on the dominant parameters of estimated transfer function. The tuning criterion was based on a closed loop characteristics and the partial knowledge of estimated model. Under noisy environment, the step response of self tuning will not settle at a steady state. The accurate estimation of a steady state is difficult. In the consideration of unknown steady state value, settling time of step data was introduced to divide into transient characteristic and steady state characteristic to decrease the work of plant operator. If a rough settling time is given as a priori information from the system characteristic, the self tuner can be full-automatic. Thus, this paper realized a self tuner from noisy response data by using an orthogonal property of series and the direct compensator calculation.
Advantages and Conclusions
This paper presents a self tuning from noisy response data for a temperature controller. The advantage of proposed method is that the general filter design for noise could be omitted in the proposed procedure. When the operating conditions are changed, the reduction in tuning time can be expected due to the filter designs for different frequency bands are not necessary. Therefore, the proposed method is suitable for a wide use type controller. For the unknown stedy state in noisy enviroment, the practical estimation method for stedy state was also considered. The proposed self tuning based on the noise model could solve the problem, which a conventional self tuner has miscalculated a final closed loop gain. An experiment shows that the proposed method can be successfully applied to a commercial digital temperature controller (TTM series, TOHO Electronics Inc.) and also be easily applied in practice. (10) (13) e.g. (9) (11) e.g. 
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